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Background
The Boulder Valley School District (BVSD) proudly unveiled the Sustainability Management System (SMS)
report in 2009. This document is a major step in achieving the school district’s commitment to sustainable
practices and provides a guide for making meaningful and measurable gains in BVSD sustainability. The SMS
is a comprehensive approach for identifying and coordinating existing efforts, establishing baselines, defining
sustainability for BVSD, and creating plans to integrate sustainability into our operations and curriculum. The
SMS covers four main areas, all with a cross-cutting theme of climate: Buildings (new construction and
operations), Materials, Transportation and Education. In each area, the District has identified long term
visions, five year goals, and specific strategies for achieving those goals. The SMS has been, and will
continue to be used as a roadmap for future years and is supported by Board of Education Policy ECF.
In 2012, the District completed a Sustainability Progress Report which shares the district’s most significant
accomplishments in sustainability practices since implementing the SMS in 2009. This report also provides
some measurement of the district’s progress toward meeting the five-year goals defined in the SMS and
thus acts as a midway checkpoint of the district’s progress. Finally, the plan offers next steps for all of the
goals identified in the SMS.

Purpose of the Sustainable Energy Plan (SEP)
Addressing district energy consumption is a key component of the District’s sustainability planning. Energy
used for electricity and heating and cooling needs has significant impact on the district’s environmental
footprint and budget.1 Specific goals around energy fall under the Buildings, and to some extent, Climate
categories. The long term vision in the Buildings category is “BVSD is striving toward net zero energy
buildings” and the long term vision in the Climate category is to see an 80% reduction in greenhouse gasses
(GHGs), or be climate neutral by 2050. Specific 5 year goals relating to energy include the following: five
percent improvement in energy operating efficiency per square foot (specific target 65.5 kBTUs per square
foot) , a 10% reduction in GHGs below the baseline (FY2008), a minimum increase of 100 kW increase in
renewables, and various goals and guiding principles for new building and construction projects relating to
energy. There has been a great deal accomplished to in the past few years to reduce energy consumption.
This is evidenced by declining energy use since FY2010. Our baseline for energy use was set when we
developed the SMS for FY2008. However, because we were in the middle of the bond, and adding increased
air conditioning and IT needs, the District saw an increase in energy use per square foot for two years,
which then started to decline.
Energy Use Intensity (EUI, which is defined as kBTU/sf/year) has dropped by 4 kBTU/sf district-wide from
the baseline year (69 kBTU/sf in FY2008 to 65 kBTU/sf in FY2013) and the 5-year SMS 5% reduction target
has been exceeded! The reduction was due to behavioral change, efficient design of Bond and Capital
Reserve projects, and energy efficient Maintenance efforts. If the energy use intensity had not been
reduced, the district would have spent an additional $303,0002 on energy in FY2013. Some of the successful
strategies that have been employed are listed below.
1.

2.
1
2

Created two new positions with an energy focus (Project Manager of Energy Systems and Systems
Analyst). These positions are actively monitoring energy use and adjusting our systems so they
perform more efficiently.
Purchased and using Utility Manager, which gives the district easy access to energy and water data

In the 2013 the District spent $4,683,370 on electricity and natural gas. Source: Utility Manager Software
2013: $4,683,370 spent ÷ 289,112,900 kBTU used = $0.0.01620/kBTU

4,679,717 sf x 4 kBTU/sf reduction = 23,398,585 kBTU reduction
23,398,585 kBTU x $0.01620/kBTU = $303,245
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by school, and the ability to easily provide and analyze the data and respond to issues.
3. Completion of select re-commissioning projects.
4. Upgrading lighting.
5. IT implemented computer management software, virtualized most of BVSD servers and is following
an end-of-life policy to shut off unused servers..
6. Working with school green teams on competitions to reduce energy (last year, half of BVSD schools
participated).
7. Significantly increased renewable energy. Consequently, twenty-two sites were changed to solar
time-of-use electric rates. These new rates reduced costs by about 20% for those sites.
8. Installed energy efficient technologies as part of the 2006 Bond.
9. Audited many buildings throughout the district. (Audits through Xcel, GEO and internal)
10. Implemented vacation shut down policies for all major breaks (with a focus on HVAC, IT and
occupant behavior).
11. Increased preventative maintenance work as part of heat mitigation efforts. For example, coils in
HVAC systems were cleaned to provide better comfort and efficiency.
12. Increased district-wide and community wide communications around best practices for saving
energy.
There is still opportunity for more savings through energy and resource conservation. Therefore, the
purpose of the SEP is to
● set a new short term goal for district energy reduction
● detail specific tasks for achieving this new goal that include anticipated savings
● detail the staff responsible for tasks
● identify the requirements and barriers to achieve goals
● set a timeframe for achieving milestones
● set goals beyond those outlined in the SMS
The SEP is an evolving document and will be updated regularly.

SEP Goals
Reduce FY2008 baseline average EUI 20% by FY2019.3
This short-term goal aligns with the State of Colorado’s reduction quantity goal of 20% for GHG emissions
below 2005 levels by 2020. This goal will synchronize with the SMS five-year goal timelines.4 The previous
SMS goal aimed for a five percent improvement in energy operating efficiency per square foot in five years,
with a baseline of FY2008 and work beginning FY2010.

Reduce the average EUI to ≤30 by FY20505
This long-term goal aligns with the SMS stretch goal of Zero Net Energy Buildings (ZNEB).

A 20% reduction is an EUI of 55.2. This is a reduction of 9.8 kBTU/sf from 2013’s EUI of 65.
The remaining five year goals in the SMS have a target date of FY2014. Therefore, the next set of five
year goals will have a target date of FY2019.
5
A building that is Zero Net Energy-Capable (ZNEC) is defined as one with an EUI ≤ 30.
3

4
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An EUI reduction of 20% represents approximately $740,000 in 2013 energy dollars.6

Anticipated cumulative cost avoidance of this goal by FY2019 is over two million dollars.7

6

$4,630,256 2012 energy cost / 289,112,000 kBTU = $0.01602/kBTU
65 kBTU/sf - 55.2 kBTU/sf * $0.0162/kBTU = $0.1587 6/sf * 4,679,717 sf = $742,951.87 saved

7

Assuming an annual rate increase of 3% through 2050.
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Not all existing BVSD buildings have the ability to be ZNEC due to construction type, building orientation, or
the severe return on investment or rate of return of the capital improvements required. Since capital
projects have the greatest impact on the District’s energy use for a building’s life, it is imperative to pursue
aggressive and measurable goals for design consultants undertaking Capital Construction Projects.

New buildings or additions shall be designed as ZNEB or ZNEC

8 9

Capital Construction Projects for existing buildings that are not
ZNE-Capable shall employ Deep Energy Retrofits10 to reduce existing
average EUI’s to the following levels, which represent an average EUI
reduction of approximately 50%11
● High Schools:
40 EUI
● Middle Schools: 35 EUI
● Elementary:
35 EUI
SEP Details
The details of this plan are specified in Appendix A of this document. The Energy Team found three
categories of action to address the new goals and targets:
● Capital Projects
● Operations/Maintenance
● Education/Policy.
As previously stated the SEP is a living document; Appendix A suggets the types of things the district can do
to continue to address energy use. Where possible, staff has identified potential costs, a person responsible
for completing the work, the number of staff hours needed to complete the task, energy savings and
anticipated annual MBTU savings.
Policy or regulation supporting these efforts, particularly as intensity and focus increases, is critical. Policy
should be approved by the Board of Education and supported by Cabinet and District Leadership Team. Policy
adoption should take place in the next three years, after a few more years of documenting savings in schools
participating voluntarily in energy challenges, particularly once a monetary incentive from reduction in utilities
is included (in addition to prize money). The district should also wait until buildings are operating at a more
consistent level and as expected in regards to heating and cooling, before clamping down heavily on space
heating and cooling devices. Draft policy language that was previously proposed is included in Appendix B.

SEP Timeline
Implementation of this plan can and should begin immediately. This gives staff six years to reach the
FY2019 Target, and reduce energy by roughly 1.6 kBTU/sf/yr district-wide.
FY 2014
Begin Implementation of Sustainable Energy Plan (Last year of SMS 5-year goals for
other categories) See items in Appendix A Highlighted in green. Coordinate with
Bond planning to incorporate SEP strategies.
8

Further information on ZNE: http://newbuildings.org/sites/default/files/GettingtoZeroReport_0.pdf

Increase project budget by 6% for cost premium. Initial construction costs are slightly higher but are offset
by long-term decreased operating costs.
10
Further information on Deep Energy Retrofits: http://www.rmi.org/retrofit_depot
11
Increase project budget by 7% for cost premium. Initial construction costs are slightly higher but are
offset by long-term decreased operating costs.
9
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FY 2015
FY 2016
FY
FY
FY
FY

2017
2018
2019
2050

Potential Bond Election. Continue low to no cost strategies of Appendix A.
Potential Bond Implementation begins. Continue items highlighted in green, begin to
phase in capital projects.
Savings from Potential Bond work begins
Continue all strategies.
Target year 20% below Baseline.
Long-term Target: ZNEB/ZNEC

Strategies recommended for implementation in the first three years are highlighted in green in Appendix A.
We are starting with items that take little to no upfront cost, and that can be covered with existing staff.
Strategies requiring capital investments will be addressed in the latter three years if a Bond measure (or
other funding mechanism) is passed and secured.

SEP Questions and Responses

12

1.

What implementation methodology will the team follow to ensure an effective program is
implemented?
Response: Staff will follow a plan-do-check-act model, similar to the model established in the SMS
(see diagram below). This document will serve as the plan. Energy staff responsible for meeting
the tasks will continue to meet bi-weekly to track progress. The Energy Team (or specified member
of the team) will provide monthly updates to the Assistant Superintendent of Operations and the
Executive Director of Budget on progress toward meeting the goals and tasks outlined in this plan,
and budget implications. The Energy Team (or specified member of the team) will provide quarterly
updates to the Board of Education on the Sustainable Energy Plan and programs, including budget
implications. The Energy Team will also communicate with Principals and energy champions
identified at the schools to provide regular updates regarding billing and school specific progress
toward meeting energy goals. This may include an annual Summit/Training for all Energy
Champions. The Energy Team will be responsible for re-evaluating the plan and making changes on
an as-needed basis, and as significant deadlines are met and goals accomplished.

2.

How many evaluation areas have/will be identified that will be used to guide the assessment
process?
Response: We will evaluate progress on a kBTU/square foot basis12. This allows for a comparison
of all energy use (electrical and heating and cooling) and does not penalize the district for increasing
square footage, and offers a way to compare schools of different sizes (without penalizing larger

Data will be weather normalized.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

schools). The Energy Team will provide monthly updates showing energy performance by school,
school type (e.g. elementary) and district wide. The Energy Team will also show associated dollars
with energy consumption and comparisons.
What project management tool(s) will be used to track recommendations, responsible parties, due
dates and other action elements?
Response: Microsoft Excel or Microsoft Project for a complex project
What software tool will the implementation team use to accurately track and report on energy
consumption, savings, and environmental impact?
Response: Utility Manager, data from Solar Guard (real time data for fourteen schools part of the
Power Purchase Agreement), smart meter data from the City of Boulder schools, Casey Middle
Schools Green Touch Screen. Future energy dashboards with real time data for all schools is also
being considered.
How many hours of effort is the implementation team willing to commit to the conservation
program? Will new staff be needed?
Response: Currently, staff is investing roughly 3,430 hours/year on this work, which is just short of
two full time positions. This number includes time from interns, and excludes time invested by
supporting organizations and partnerships, which is substantial. We believe we can achieve the goal
of a 20% reduction of Energy Intensity for FY 18/19 with existing staff. Some of this will be met by
training custodians, security staff and school green teams to be extra “eyes” in the schools. While
this may require a small adjustment to existing staff responsibilities, it should not necessitate hiring
additional staff. In order to achieve further reductions, and all of the strategies outlined in Appendix
A in six years, we would need the equivalent of an additional 6 full time staff positions13 (plus
significant capital). If the District finds resources to invest in new staff, we recommend hiring staff
that can perform preventative maintenance and recommissioning work first, which in addition to
energy savings significantly extends equipment life (thus lowering costs).
What outside training will we provide our energy conservation implementation team?
Response:
● Bi-monthly CASDEM meetings for relevant Energy Team members and other staff. (no cost)
http://www.casdem.org/
● Real-Time Online Behavioral Training: Association of Energy Engineers (AEE) “Energy Cost
Reduction using Six Sigma, Kaizen, 5S, Lean Manufacturing and Behavioral Energy Change”;
http://www.aeeprograms.com/Realtime/EnergyCostReduction/ $445 per participant.
● Real-Time Online Audit Training: Association of Energy Engineers (AEE) “Energy Auditing
Fundamentals”; $545 per participant
http://www.aeeprograms.com/Realtime/EnergyAuditing/
● Certified Energy Auditor (CEA) Certification: A three day in-depth preparatory course and
examination; $1,550 + $967 (estimated) airfare/hotel per participant
http://www.aeecenter.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=3365
● LEED Green Associate Certification: $382.00--study guide, application and examination fee.
http://www.usgbc.org/credentials/leed-ga/overview
● Certified Energy Manager (CEM) Certification: A five day comprehensive training seminar
and examination $1,795 + $967 (estimated) airfare/hotel per participant
http://www.aeecenter.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=3351
● Colorado Energy Office can provide a high level Energy Education Training for non-energy
literate staff.
● Other low-no cost options available through Colorado Energy Office, United States Green

Assuming 1840 hours/year is full time employee. (40 hours*46 weeks) Assuming 65,990 hours of
additional time needed beyond annual required hours.
13
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7.

8.

9.

Building Council-Colorado Chapter and local resources (County, nonprofits and City).
Topics should include preventative maintenance, Energy 101, high performing schools,
green design, greening IT and more.
How will the implementation team remain accountable for results?
Response: The utility budget, starting with the energy components should have direct oversight by
a member of the Energy Team, who will be held accountable for reporting on, projecting and
managing the account. The Energy Team (or member identified by the Team) will be able to
adequately explain the status of the budget and changes as they occur.
Recognizing that one person can't accomplish this,how does the implementation team plan to
engage everyone in the district to ensure their cooperation and creation of a conservation culture?
Response: Creating a culture of sustainability takes the support and help of everyone. As stated in
BOE Policy ECF “The Board of Education strongly encourages each District employee and student to
work toward environmental sustainability and resource conservation through the implementation of
the SMS.” The district has invested resources, offered policy support and created staff positions
with the intent of furthering this work. Because of this commitment, BVSD has made great strides
and accomplishments in the past few years. If the district continues to invest in the SMS, and saving
energy by dedicating the resources specified in this plan, more savings are possible. Specifically, in
order to engage everyone and ensure cooperation of this plan, the plan will need full support of
district leadership, including cabinet, BOE and DLT. The Energy Team will identify energy champions
at all of the schools and help train these champions, and staff already in the schools on a daily basis,
on plan implementation. Energy champions may be students, staff, parents or volunteers. Other
key staff involved in implementation will be security agents, custodians, green teams and
maintenance staff, all who can act as an extra set of eyes on daily activities at the school. Training
will occur once a semester, and the Energy Team will conduct a full audit of the school once a year
and a seasonal audit review. These will be reviewed with school teams at the semesterly trainings.
Communication with key energy staff at the schools will be monthly at a minimum, and as needed.
Why have we not implemented a complete program to date? How do we plan to realistically address
those limitations?
Response: As outlined above, significant work has been achieved to date to address energy
consumption with positive results, and we have met the 5-year energy goals outlined in the SMS
ahead of target. Staff believes with further support of the leadership (cabinet, DLT, BOE), and more
communication and accountability from staff focused on energy, further savings are possible.

Contributing BVSD Authors
Ghita Carroll, Ph.D., LEED Green Associate; Sustainability Coordinator*
Jeff Medwetz, Architect, LEED-AP BD+C, CEM; Project Manager of Energy Systems*
Aaron Mikulewicz, Building Automation Controls Analyst*
John Bollinger, PE; Project Manager
Mike Cuskelly, Director of Maintenance
*Core Energy Team member

Review Provided by
John Canfield, CEM, CBEP, CLEP; President, Trident Energy Services, Inc. (CO Energy Office Consultant)
Emily Artale, PE, CEM; Energy Engineer, Trident Energy Services, Inc.
Presented to and Supported by the Board of Education 9/24/2013
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Costs are estimates only. Return on investment analysis should be performed as appropriate.
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APPENDIX B.
DRAFT Recommendation for personal appliances in BVSD schools
Introduction to the Topic
In accordance with Board of Education (BOE) Policy ECF and Resolution 12-30 and the Boulder Valley School
District’s commitment to sustainability, energy management and heat mitigation efforts, the following
proposal is a recommendation for regaining control around the growing number of electrically powered
personal appliances in BVSD schools. These appliances (as defined in the language below) use a significant
portion of energy. Staff are making this recommendation based on prior district practice and after
researching what other districts in Colorado and specifically along the front range are doing to address this
issue.
Approaches range from strictly forbidding personal space heating equipment and personal
refrigerators, to guidelines and recommendations for limiting use and unplugging over breaks, to energy
management practices with no specific mention of personal appliances.
Creating a comfortable working and learning environment is a critical component of this work,
and in cases where there is conflict, there should be a process in place for addressing
concerns.
Our current practice is more voluntary in nature and is based on recommendations, rather than
requirements and restrictions.
Draft Policy Recommendation
Staff recommend implementing stricter standards around the use of personal appliances, including personal
microwaves and refrigerators, toasters, year round decorative lighting and heating and cooling equipment
other than fans. Excluded from this recommendation are personal lamps, fans and stereos, all of which use
energy but have benefits for classroom and office comfort and potential instructional value. Rather than
creating a new policy to address this specific issue, we recommend creating a regulation as
part of existing policy ECF.
A regulation would give the additional support needed from the
administration to help influence change. The regulation should also include district practice for heating and
cooling the building, including standard set points for heating and cooling during operational and non
operational times (e.g. extended breaks, nights and weekends) and procedures for computer management
during off school hours.

DRAFT of ECF-R
District Heating and Cooling
In order to maximize energy saving potential and create comfortable working and learning environments, the
District uses the following set points for heating and cooling the schools and buildings. Buildings are brought
to temperature ½ hour before bell time and remain at that temperature until 1 hour after bell time in the
afternoon.
Ventilation and temperature control are provided for all official activities in the school such as the before and
after school activities, the YMCA, SAC and sporting activities. To schedule heating and cooling for these
event use the Event Management System software (EMS) through Virtual EMS. Every school has a contact
person with access to this system. Schedule your heating and cooling needs event at least 2 weeks prior to
the event. If your event is less than two weeks away, contact the District Building Automation Controls
Analyst at extension 5044.
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Building temperatures will vary throughout the day and by season, and building occupants should dress
accordingly. Staff should keep vents clear from obstruction, and keep windows and doors to the outside
closed when the air conditioner and heating units are on. The district will also create and implement an
ongoing program for Re/retro-commissioning buildings to ensure that they are operating as intended, and
the Maintenance team will follow best preventative maintenance practices, such as cleaning filters and coils
regularly and as per manufacturer’s guidelines.
Electrical Equipment
● All electricity consuming equipment should be replaced (at time of replacement) with Energy Star™
equipment where these options exists. Submit a request to the Energy Hotline for a list of energy
saving equipment.
● Eliminate personal appliances, including individual microwaves, refrigerators, toasters, hot plates
(for cooking) and coffee pots For exceptions, submit a request to the Energy Hotline. These items
are allowed in staff lounges and kitchens and, in some cases, shared work spaces.
● Eliminate personal printers. The district has transitioned to multi-function devices (MFDs) to meet
printing, copying, scanning and faxing needs. IT will no longer support personal printers and
schools should not buy toners for personal printers. The MFDs will save the district money and
energy and will reduce paper use.
● Minimize the use of personal lamps, and replace incandescent lamps with compact fluorescent
lamps. Decorative lighting is not recommended, and should not be used year round. Turn off any
personal lamps when not in use and before leaving the room. Please contact your custodian or
submit a maintenance work order if the motion sensors are not working properly or if you area is
too bright.
● Eliminate the use of personal heaters. If your work space or classroom is uncomfortable please
submit a maintenance work order. Exceptions may be warranted if room conditions do not meet
district standards and parameters as outlined above for heating and cooling set points. Portable air
conditioners are not allowed. Fans are allowed in order to increase air movement and circulation,
particularly on hot days.
● Turn off any equipment and lighting that is not being used and in unoccupied areas. The easiest
way to save energy is with careful attention to operate equipment only when required. All district
computers are set to power down during periods of inactivity.
● Use power strips when possible and unplug equipment that is not used regularly. Equipment that is
plugged into the wall and off still uses a small amount of electricity.
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APPENDIX C.
Training Guidelines for Custodians
1.

2.

3.

4.

General
a. Be a leader in energy conservation. Lead by example.
b. Instruct others on common misconceptions about energy use.
c. Be alert for energy waste at all times (lights, computers, heating and cooling systems left on
when not needed are biggest energy wasters).
d. Perform a shutdown checklist at the end of each day to make certain that the building
systems are shut down in an energy conservative manner.
e. Light only the room being cleaned. Turn lights off when leaving the room.
f. Work with fewer lights turned on when possible (areas with ample daylight such as
corridors, entryways, commons).
g. Recycle paper, cardboard, plastic, glass, and metal where possible.
h. Use recycled products such as paper and other environment-friendly products such as
water-based paints, and non-toxic floor and desk cleaners.
i. Use dry cleanup before using water/spray washing. Minimize water washing
HVAC
a. Advise maintenance if you think a time or temperature schedule change is needed.
b. Keep the heat inside. Close blinds at night to keep in the heat. Open during the day to let
sun shine through and warm the inside of the building. Do the reverse during the cooling
season.
c. Keep exterior doors and windows closed while heating or cooling systems are operating.
Maintenance
a. Report all leaking faucets and pipes as well as running toilets.
b. Report heating and air conditioning problems to maintenance.
c. Report damaged doors and windows to reduce the need for heating and cooling in the
building.
d. Make suggestions to maintenance staff and administration to improve energy and
operational efficiency.
Lighting
a. Before the School Day
i. From the time the custodian arrives until 15 minutes before the students arrive –
lighting in the corridors, restrooms and commons should be kept to a minimum,
enough for people to safely move around. All other lights in unoccupied areas
should be turned OFF.
ii. Custodian should not turn classroom, auditorium, gym or office lights on. Teachers
and staff can do this when they arrive.
iii. 15 minutes before students arrive – all necessary lighting should be turned ON.
iv. Teachers can use partial lighting when students are not present in the classrooms.
(Maximize available daylight.)
b. During the School Day
i. On sunny days, areas (entryways, commons, corridors, etc.) with ample daylight
should have interior lights turned OFF.
ii. Teachers (or assigned students) and office staff should turn lights when leaving
classrooms and offices.
iii. Be sure all outside lights are OFF. Portable classrooms have a manual switch. If
outside building security lights are on, please notify maintenance.
iv. PE teachers can use less than the full bank of gym lights when holding classes
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c.

d.

outside.
v. Teachers using the stage for classes should not use auditorium house lighting
unless needed.
vi. Make sure outside lights are off during the day.
After the School Day
i. Each staff member should turn lights OFF when leaving their classrooms or offices
to attend meetings or before leaving for the day.
ii. Daytime custodian should brief substitute custodians of lighting control procedures.
iii. Custodial staff should do classroom trash and check for lights OFF.
iv. Custodial staff should vacuum corridors with lights ON while staff and students are
still present.
v. Soon after staff and students are noticeably gone, corridor lights should be turned
OFF.
Nighttime
i. Lights should be OFF except in the immediate area where custodial staff is working,
or where school or community events are being held.
ii. Staff or community members hosting events should be held responsible for lighting
control in that area of the school.
iii. Campus blackouts should be in effect within 15 minutes after the custodian is
scheduled to leave.
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APPENDIX D.
Sample Employee Expectations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Teach energy efficiency to students. Lead by example and get students involved.
Turn lights off when leaving the room for any period of time.
Work with fewer lights turned on when possible (i.e. when students not in room).
Turn computers on to start each day and off at end of each day.
Turn off electrical equipment and appliances when not in use and at end of each day.
Portable electric heaters, compact refrigerators, microwave and toaster ovens, coffee brewers and
hot plates shall not be used.
Report all leaking faucets and pipes as well as running toilets.
Report damaged doors and windows to reduce the need for heating and cooling in the building.
Advise maintenance if you think a time or temperature schedule change is needed.
Keep the heat inside. Close blinds at night to keep in the heat. Open during the day to let sun shine
through and warm the inside of the building. Do the reverse during the cooling season.
Keep exterior doors and windows closed while heating and cooling systems are operating.
Keep books, etc. off of heating and cooling equipment, especially where it blocks airflow.
Recycle paper, cardboard, plastic, glass, and metal where possible.
Make suggestions to maintenance staff and administration to improve energy and operational
efficiency.
Only use kilns when needed. When kilns are in use, try to reduce other loads to offset peak.
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